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Code of Ethics

1Observe the highest standard of honesty in all my transactions, avoiding the use 
of false, confusing, inaccurate and misleading terms, descriptions and claims.

2At all times endeavor to produce photographs of a quality equal or 
superior to the samples I display; to apply my best efforts towards 

providing the best possible photographic services and to play my part 
in raising the general standard of photographic craftsmanship.

3Show a friendly spirit of cooperation to my fellow professional photographers 
and assist them whenever possible should they be in trouble or difficulty.

4At all times avoid the use of unfair competitive practices and 
hereby subscribe to the Federal Trade Commission Rules of Fair 

Competitive Practices for the professional photographic industry.

5Assist my fellow professional photographers and share my knowledge 
with them and encourage them individually and collectively 

to achieve and maintain the highest standards of quality.

6Recognize the authority of the Association in all matters 
relating to the interpretation of this code.

In the last issue of Focus magazine, 
I talked about doing a personal 

project. Usually that starts with a vision. 
Are you the type of photographer 
that has a vision before you set out 
on a photo shoot or do you go and 
see what happens? I think I do a little 
of both, but I’m definitely more of a 
“see where it goes, in the moment, get 
into the flow” type of photographer. 
How fitting that these thoughts 
have been on my mind right before 
we had the amazing Luke Edmonson as our Open House speaker! 

He challenged us to think about art, it’s history; creation and it’s 
concepts. He taught us to look at form, color, composition, and style. An 
image should have a universal theme, and make us look, see, and then 
enjoy. We don’t want to disappoint the viewer once they’ve taken the 
time to view our image. It helps to sketch out your thoughts, and have a 
design plan. The more prepared you are, the better your image will be. 

So what speaks to you? What do you want your images to say? What 
is your vision? I don’t think we ever stop learning or growing as creators. 
PPSDC gives you many opportunities to learn, but it’s what you do in 
between the meetings that matter the most. So, go out and challenge 
yourself. Create the image you’ve been dreaming of. Don’t be afraid to 
get it “wrong”. There’s no such thing as wrong, it just may not be where 
you need it to be yet. You learn by doing, so go out there and DO!

At PPSDC we believe in working toward professional standards, 
community and support, and camaraderie and friendship. How 
else can we help you on your journey? We are here for you.

Cheers,
Janet Bark, CPP
President PPSDC 2018/19

Monthly Meeting: 
Ramada Hotel & Conference Center

5550 Kearny Mesa Rd, SD 92111
6:30 PM - 2nd Tuesday  http://www.ppsdc.com

Check our site to confirm.
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March - Best in Portrait

Great Gatsby
   By Monique Hoppe

I usually photograph young or pregnant women, but my goal is to show that every woman is beautiful, 
regardless of age or size. I’m creating my studio magazine right now and I was looking for a woman 

over the age of 50 for a portfolio shoot. My makeup artist Rachel Gallenberger connected me with JC 
Henning, an actress who is based in LA and who made her professional acting debut in 1975. 

When we talked about her session and what kind of dresses she would bring, she showed me her 
beautiful 1920s gown. Right then and there, I had a vision of an Old Hollywood glamour shoot. 

On the day of the shoot, I was so excited. Seeing JC walk into the studio with her beautiful white 
curly hair. Kylie Brockavich provided professional makeup for this shoot. We started the session with 
some formal headshots to warm up, after that we had about 2 hours of “playtime” together. 

The Old Hollywood setup was our last set for the day and everything just came together 
perfectly: a beautiful Victorian sofa, Hollywood lights and the beautiful JC in a vintage gown. 

I used a 7 ft parabolic umbrella as a base light and a gridded AD200 camera-left to imitate 
the light of Old Hollywood. I shot this against Savage seamless paper, Thunder Gray.

For post-processing I imported the image into Lightroom for basic global edits, then into 
Photoshop to add the stream of light and some smoke. I did color grading with the InfiniteColor Panel 
by Pratik Naik. I can highly recommend that product. That’s about it. Thank you so much JC.

 Monique Hoppe
 www.moniquehoppe.comCanon 5D Mark III

f7.1 1/160 ISO 160
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Mac to PC conversion
opt = alt      cmd = ctrl

Before

Clone Stamp Tool
By Ken Hofheinz

The Clone Stamp Tool has been around for a long time. 
It is a very powerful tool in your Photoshop tool box. 

Just about everyone that has ever opened up PS has used the 
Clone Stamp Tool, but are you using it to it’s full potential? 

 There are some basics that you might want to employ to 
make your life a little easier when using the Clone Stamp. For this 
example we are going to remove a little sign from a brick wall. 

First if you know you are going to do some Clone Stamp 
work make sure to do it before doing any adjustments, color 
grading, whatever. This is a good general rule. Next make a 
new layer over the layer you are going to fix. This way we work 
none destructively. Now we need to set up the tool to work the 
way I like. I set it at 100% Opacity and Flow. And Current & 

Below, that stands for your current layer and the visible layers 
below. In this example I have also checked Aligned Sample.

One last thing, in the Clone Source window, I check the 
Clipped box. If you check mark the Show Overly it will show 
you an overlay of the source point exactly where you would 
clone it. I don’t check that box but there is a key board trick to 
get it to show temporarily so you can lineup your clone exactly. 
Which comes in very handy when trying to line up bricks. 
The trick - do your normal option click on your source spot, 
then to see it as your brush click Opt + shift. (Alt + Shift) Now 
you will be able to see to place your clone exactly where you 
want it.  Now clone your new bricks. I did this in two layers so 
I could make sure to get a nice transition without an obvious 
repeating of bricks. And since the cloning is on it’s own layer I 
can Warp Transform it if I need. And if your color or luminosity 
is a little off you can adjust that layer to match. I didn’t have 
any of those issues but I did apply a layer mask on one and 
blended the transition of a brick to hide an obvious repeat. 

As I mentioned in opening, the Clone Stamp 
Tool is very powerful and you would be doing 
yourself a favor by getting familiar with it.  •

After

BEST-IN-CHILDREN 
My Unicorn and My Universe

- Yaneck Wasiek

BEST-IN-COMMERCIAL 
Humpreheys Half Moon Inn
- Oliver Asis

BEST-IN-DIGITAL-IMAGING 
Looking For Her Furrever Home

- Amelia Durham
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BEST-IN-SENIOR 
Stephanie

- Willie Sakai

BEST-IN-PETS 
Tiger Kitty

- Michelle Pennings

BEST-IN-PHOTOJOURNALISM 
Hot Bod vs. B Boy 
- Antoine Didienne

BEST-IN-WEDDING 
Reflection On Our Future Life
- Yaneck Wasiek

BEST-IN-NATURE 
What is That 
- Jean Eichenlaub

BEST-IN-ILLUSTRATIVE
Natural Maelstrom

- Willie Sakai
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Pensive Princess Penelope
- Cindie Wolf

Quiet Moments
- Nancy Hazen

So if I Sit Here Like This I Get a Treat
- Janet Bark

Humm You to Sleep
- Sarah Bracci

I Am Ready For My Perm
- Michelle Pennings

She Loves to Twirl In the Garden
- Cindie Wolf

An Evening at Fort Stockton 
- Oliver-Asis

Let’s Twist Again
- Yaneck Wasiek

Go Speed Racer Go
- Violet Bowlan

COMMERCIAL

Rest in Peace Chacho
- Amelia Durham

 DIGITAL IMAGING 

Little Miss Leprechaun
- Michelle Pennings

CHILDREN
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A Subtle Reflection
- Janet Bark

Amoung the 
Palms and Rain
- Oliver Asis

Bodega De Edgar 
a Still Life

- Janet Bark

Chihuly Stacked Glass
- Joyce Muscat

ILLUSTRATIVE

ILLUSTRATIVE

Corn on the Cob
- Jean Eichenlaub

A Killer Nap
- Antoine Didienne

Geological 
Phenomina

- Kip Cothran

Shade
- Jean Eichenlaub

Goddess Energy
- Jennie Edwards

Evening Train
- Jay Styron

Silence 
is Golden

- Joyce Muscat

Incredible Splash
- Kip Cothran

Night Vision
- Willie Sakai
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Morning Has Broken
- Kip Cothran

First Look First Kiss
- Sasha Wasiek

Fall Colors 
- Kip Cothran

NATURE/LANDSCAPE

Beauty at Days End
- Joyce Muscat

Sunset Pink Bay
- Oliver Asis

You’ve Been Spotted
- Nancy Hazen

Break on Through 
- Antoine Didienne

Just B Cousins
- Sarah Bracci

Elephant Bath
- Antoine Didienne

You Light Up My Life
- Marlisys Hirako

Waiting for My Bride
- Sasha Wasiek

PHOTOJOURNALISM

WEDDING
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PORTRAIT

Why You Should Have a Mission Statement 
by Cindie Wolf

Focusing on the business side of your photography business is a 
great way to stand out in a saturated market. Having a simple 

and practical mission statement will help guide and remind you 
of where you are going and how you want to get there. The mission statement answers a simple 
but complicated question: What do you promise to be as a business? And if written well, it will not 
only provide you with what you do, but also actionable and measurable steps to stay on track.

A few tips for writing a good mission statement are:
•  Keep it short, try answering each of the points with a simple sentence.
•  Describe the WHY customers buy from you and try framing this with why you do what you do.
•  Define your product or service, clearly
•  Define your ideal customer
•  What benefits do you offer the customer?
•  What makes your product or service different from the competition?
As photographers and as business owners, we are only 

as good as the promises we keep. The first step to keeping 
promises is to write them down and keep them simple. 

Generally, a mission statement should answer these questions:
1.  What is your purpose?  Why do you do what you do? 
2.  Determine what kind of photography you want to do? 

(Business intentions) Be specific. What promise or invitation are 
you making to your clients? What wants, needs, desires, pain, or 
problems do your product/services solve? (Clearly states the services your business offers)

3.  Define your ideal client. Who do you want to work with? 
In what environment do you want to work?

4.  How does your business fill the needs of your ideal client? 
How do you convey that passion to your clients?

5.  List out the principles, beliefs and values that guide your work. Your personal and business 
values may not be the same but the two will influence what you do. Try brainstorming, then have 
a family or friend review what you wrote, to see if it fits with how they see you. By making this list, 
you will use your list to help you evaluate what you do and to remind you why you are doing it.

Purpose always speaks louder than words. Potential clients want to know if 
your goals and values align with theirs or the organization they represent. It’s not a 
conversation you have, it’s how you operate and how you act that will convey this. 

According to Simon Sinek from his book: Start With Why, “People 
don’t buy what you do, they buy why you do it”. Do you exude passion and 
enthusiasm? Will potential clients know you love what you are doing?

Be sure that your mission statement talks about the kind of work you want to be hired to 
do. Focus entirely on what you want to do and this will help you attract your ideal clients. 

The purpose of this exercise is to answer these questions using your head and your heart. 
Once it’s on paper it will give you the opportunity to start using what you write as a tool to 
evaluate if you are on the right track as you go. How do you know if it’s the right track? The 
answers came from what you want and what you are passionate about. Look at it often and 
make sure to measure what you are doing. It’s important to have a constant visual reminder 
of why you do what you do to keep you going especially in stress filled times.  •

“People don’t buy
what you do,

they buy
WHY

you do it.”
- Simon Sinek

Longing to Meet You
- Violet Bowlan

Competitive to the Bone 
- Therese Ruffner

Stormy Weather Makes Our Love Stronger
- Yaneck Wasiek

I am Blessed to Carry This Baby
- Monique Hoppe

You Are Beautiful
- Monique Hoppe
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I UNDERSTAND

BECAUSE I AM ONE.

hburkholz@allstate.com
http://allstateagencies.com/HBurkholz

S INSURANCEBUSINES

12
71

22

Howard Burkholz

877-485-8600
801-451-8880

Proud Sponsor of PPSDC.

Subject to terms, conditions and availability.  Allstate Fire and Casualty Insurance Co., Allstate 
Indemnity Co. Northbrook, IL. © 2012 Allstate Insurance Co.

Keeping it in Perspective
- Willie Sakai

Empty Nest
- Michelle Pennings

Seanna on the Stairs
- Janet Bark

SENIOR

Michelle
- Janet Bark

Open House with Luke Edmond

We had a great Open House and 
if you missed it you missed a 

great speaker as well. Luke Edmond 
taught on the elements of designing 
a great image. We can learn a lot 
from the great master painters. Our 
images should be created not stumbled 
upon. There should be meaning and 
relationship in the images we make.

In his workshop, the next day, Luke 
encouraged everyone to sketch out your 
image before creating it. Even if the 
sketch is only stick men. “A work of Art 
is a work of order.” Cezanne  You need 
to have a plan, a vission of what you 
are going to create. Thank you Luke. Sorry Lois, Willie says you 

have to give him back.

A couple of our guests enjoying the evening.

Jeannie was enjoying herself and I believe she 
won a background from our sponsor Savage.




